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Letter from the Editors

As we approach the holiday season of 2020, the year the world
stopped, we would like to offer you the chance to disappear for a while
amid the wanderings and writings of so many talented and incredible
writers of all ages, from all over the world, who have come together to
create the very first Tipping the Scales Christmas Issue.

The front cover image was submitted to us by Suffolk writer and artist,
Georgia Rushton. Alongside Georgia’s artwork, is her poem, A 90’s
Christmas, as well as poetry by Cristina Munoz which depicts
Christmas in Australia, a charming short story by English writer
Elizabeth Last, work by English poet Grace Royal, a poem by French
and Russian speaking writer, Élise Escalle-Dyachenko, pieces from
American writers Hallie Fogarty, Jamie Zaccaria and Makaila Aarin,
and Scottish poet Lucia Larsen, as well as an exclusive interview by
best-selling crime writer, Val McDermid.

So, wherever and whatever you celebrate this year, or even if you
don’t celebrate at all, we wish you all a safe, happy and lovely holiday
season, and sincerely hope that 2021 is a much better year for us all.

Lori & Natascha
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The Island of Misfit Toys
Elizabeth Last

As Jane leaves the house in the morning, she grabs the

archbishop’s jumbo-sized umbrella.

The apocalyptic weather that Hebden Bridge has experienced

recently should correctly be attributed to climate change—or

climate disaster, as any scientist with half a mind calls it these

days. Some of Jane’s parishioners believe it the handiwork of

God, a sign of end times, a judgement cast down on the wretched

kingdom of Brexit and the bigots and fools who brought it about.

Or, conversely, it’s a condemnation of the immigrants who

supposedly flood the country and ruin it through their mere

existence. Either way, neither side sees beyond the tiny province

of the tiny country in which they live.



As for the tiny vicar herself, Jane likes to think there are

thunderstorms a week before Christmas because Yorkshire is

just fucking weird. Perhaps, she thinks, that’s why God sent her

here. A week ago, while watching old Christmas cartoons with a

young girl during a hospital visit, she thought of Hebden Bridge

as the British version of the Island of Misfit Toys from Rudolph

the Red-Nosed Reindeer. So maybe she really does belong here,

because she is a misfit both in the church and the queer

community and she is somehow part of God’s grand yet

infinitesimal plan—or maybe she is suffering Stockholm

Syndrome and subconsciously resigning herself to the reality of

dismal winters and alcohol-free vegan lesbian pot-lucks for all

eternity, or maybe she is grasping at all sorts of justifications

metaphysical and metaphorical to validate her ridiculous

infatuation with a traumatized, taser-toting police sergeant.

What Catherine Michaels thinks and feels, however, remains an

enigma wrapped in a shiny neon Kevlar vest—an article of

clothing upon which Jane laid an impulsive, affectionate hand

last night when Catherine had spontaneously dropped in at her

house after a late shift. She did not anticipate Catherine doing a

startled backward bunny hop as if dodging an oncoming bus and

nearly bumping into a pot of tea. For they were doing nothing

more than having tea like two normal middle-aged

Englishwomen, one of whom is a respectable vicar, well, not so

respectable in London anymore and not so respectable to the



people who think there should not be women in the clergy let

alone gay ones, all the same Jane refuses to believe that the ever-

increasing and helpless attraction she feels for this woman

would manifest itself in some divine lusty spark transmitted

through mere touch because while she most certainly and

fervently believes in God, she is not fucking mental. Yet. Despite

the fact that both Catherine and Yorkshire seem to be pushing

her in that general direction.

After the Saturday morning service she finds herself reshuffling

the day’s scant duties so that she can walk over to Catherine’s

house and—what? Talk about what happened? Because nothing

happened, not really. But like some bizarre talisman or the

sword of Damocles, the massive umbrella—dominating a dusty

corner of the parish office, it's dark sheen hinting at rare use so

much so that it practically screams use me, take me out—makes

her think she can do anything, even gently swat Catherine

Michaels upon her broad, neon-protected chest until latter sees

bloody sense. In this case, certain arrest seems well worth the

risk.

Outside, the irregular quilted pattern of the puffy white sky sags

like the ceiling of a pillow fort and threatens rain at any second.

At the approach to Catherine’s house she finds Jack kicking a ball

in the alley, a clear indicator that Catherine is not around,

because otherwise she would be shouting at him to knock it the

hell off about every two minutes.



“Hiya!” he bellows at Jane.

“Hey, Jack.” The boy likes her. Most children like her; it is a

distinct advantage in her line of work. But while she is not, as a

rule, over-fond of children she reciprocates Jack’s affection, and

finds herself praying that the love and guidance in his life will be

enough to counter the black inheritance of blood and birthright.

“What’s doing?”

He sighs dramatically. “Not much.”

“I see, I see.” She gestures at the soccer ball. “All right, then.

Come on. Kick it over.”

Jack scoffs loudly, making a kind of pah! noise that she has heard

Clare make on occasion.

“Come on,” Jane repeats. “I’ll have you know, I played footy for all

of six months at university, and never you mind how long ago

that was.”

With an exaggerated eye-roll that only a young

boy can manage, he sends a condescendingly

feeble pass her way.

In retaliation Jane chips it elegantly over his head.

“Bloody hell!” Jack roars, and goes off after the ball as it skitters

down the lane.

Abruptly the door opens and Clare bursts out of the house.

“What’s all the racket—?” Seeing Jane, she grins. “Oh, now that

explains the uptick in foul language.”



“Does it now, Ms. Cartwright? Distinctly I recall some choice

obscenities coming out of your mouth on occasion.”

Too distracted by the umbrella to banter properly, Clare nods at

it. “That brolly is as big as you are,” she says. “Like you’re

auditioning for Mary Poppins.”

“Who’s Mary Poppins?” Jack pipes in.

Claire shakes her head. “I despair of you, lad.”

Jack kicks a cross over to Jane, who manages to get in a dribble

before gracefully lobbing it back across the alley.

“Nice,” Clare says. “Did you learn that to impress girls?”

“Yeah.” They watch Jack, scowling furiously in concentration,

practice some dribbling on his own. Jane sighs. “Didn’t work.”

Disappointed with his efforts, Jack starts booting the ball against

Winnie’s house again.

“All right, enough of that,” Clare says. “It’s about time for your

lunch anyway.”

Despite a protesting groan and one final angry kick of the ball

against the wall, Jack slouches back into the house without a

fuss—a certain sign that he is actually peckish.

Clare leans in the doorway. “Want to join us?”

“Thanks, but not this time.”

“Catherine’s not here, by the way,” Clare says pointedly.

“Did I ask?”

“Didn’t think you were here to practice your smooth footy

moves.”



“Why not? I might consider a career move. If Wayne Rooney can

still play—”

Clare gives her an exasperated look. “What’s going on with you

two?”

“Nothing.” Jane shuffles her feet, pokes

delicately at the abandoned ball with the pointy-sharp tip of the

umbrella.

“Swear to God?”

“You know, I fucking hate it when people say that to me.”

“You hate it because unlike the rest of the world, you take it

seriously.” Idly Clare kicks at a step. “You know, she cleaned

kitchen last night.”

“Oh.”

“She hates cleaning.”

“Well, no offence to your housekeeping skills, but maybe it

needed done?”

“None taken, but it didn’t need doing.”

“I see.”

“Especially since it were after midnight.”

“Maybe she had too much coffee that day.”

Clare sighs heavily. “Jane.”

“What?”

Clare opens her mouth as if to pour forth a stream of useless

bromides and encouragements, but hesitates. Already she has

had a careful, circuitous conversation with Jane about



Catherine—damn lesbians always overthink everything, Clare

thinks. Conversely, she had a similar conversation with

Catherine about Jane, but in their usual elliptic sibling shorthand

and with the expected result of knowing that while Catherine

understands her completely she will nonetheless do the

complete opposite of what Clare thinks she should do, which

means Catherine will bottle her feelings and shout at Jack and

rail at the world and smoke too much and clean the kitchen at

one in the morning.

So, thinking better of it, Clare opts for practical advice. “Go down

to the nick and see if she wants lunch.”

A Caution.

At the station, Jane presents herself to Joyce,

who frowns at the archbishop’s umbrella as if

somehow personally affronted that such a small woman

possesses such an oversized accessory.

“She’s not here,” Joyce says. “Out at Dodd Naze, cautioning a

pensioner.”

“Wow.” Jane grins. “Big crime day in the big city, eh?”

In this moment Jane discovers that Joyce (1) is charmed neither

by Jane’s smile nor her friendly country-vicar persona, rather

well-honed since her arrival up North; and (2) possesses a

rather unnerving stare. Later she realizes that Joyce may have



interpreted the comment as the unsurprising snottiness of a

native Londoner. Which, she will confess to herself, it was.

So Jane clears her throat noisily and begins again. “Right. Well,

um, maybe there’s a chance she’s still there? I’ll see if she’s

there.”

“It’s the estate,” Joyce repeats wearily, as if the snotty London

bitch had never set foot anywhere near council housing in her

entire life.

“Think I’ll live.”

Joyce hums sceptically.

“Right.” Jane raises the umbrella. “Cheerio.”

“You sound like Dick Van Dyke in Mary Poppins.”

Out at the estate she finds the Battenberg quite easily, if only

because Ann Gallagher, whose sunglasses on a cloudy day are

indicative of a raging hangover behind polarized lenses, leans

against the driver-side door of the vehicle as if posing for a law-

enforcement recruitment poster.

Ann is completely nonplussed by her appearance: “She told me

to stay here,” she says by way of greeting, and then nods at a

cluster of teenaged boys loitering nearby. “Wanted to make sure

none of that lot monkey with the car.”

“Oi! Mary Poppins is a nun now!” one of the lads shouts at Jane.

“Hello!” Jane says cheerfully, and waves the umbrella at them.

They are momentarily baffled by the politeness.



“Don’t encourage them,” Ann says. Then she puffs out a large,

bored breath. “It’s a slow day.”

“That’s good, right?”

“Yeah. So there’s this old fella who keeps stealing lingerie and

vibrators from a sex boutique downtown—the business don’t

want to press charges, they just want him to stop, you know? So

we’re delivering a caution. Well, Cath—I mean, the Sarge is

delivering the caution and I’m just Battenberg bodyguard.” Ann

pats the flank of the car.

The same loud-mouth from the group tries again to get Jane’s

attention. “That’s a big, big umbrella. D’ya like everything that

big, rev?”

Well accustomed to sexual taunts from the opposite gender, Jane

only smiles grimly.

Ann shakes her head. “Told you, shouldn’t have said anything.”

“I’ve heard worse,” Jane replies. “I’m sure, but that’s not the

point. You give these tossers an inch, they take a mile.”

Already, Jane thinks, Ann is beginning to sound like her beloved

mentor. Outside the building at the other end of the complex,

Jane notices a short, chunky elderly man with a rollator moving

at a surprisingly decent clip across the macadam. On the low

shelf of the rollator is a pile of clothing—women’s underwear of

all sorts and lacy bras—that slowly sheds items in its wake. He

disappears down a path between two council buildings.



“I mean, it’s really hard to serve the public when they treat you

like shit just because you’re a woman—”

“Um, Ann?”

Ann turns around in time so that she and Jane can witness

together the glory of Catherine in full pursuit, running, arms and

legs pumping. After a perfunctory chest tightness prompted by

worry—here Jane reminds herself that if Catherine can survive

the likes of Tommy Lee Royce she should acquit herself well in

hand-to-hand with a lingerie-loving pensioner—Jane admires

Catherine’s form, wonders if she ever ran as sport, and then

realizes that Catherine could be limping along with a rollator

herself and no doubt she would still find the woman as

staggeringly beautiful as she does right now.

“Shit,” Ann spits angrily and takes off running.

As Ann disappears to the sound of raucous catcalls from

teenaged boys, God—with her impeccable sense of timing—

unleashes a torrent of rain that sends them scattering. Jane

smiles and quietly gives thanks: Well done. The sleek, powerful

umbrella vaults above her head, opening

with the effortless beauty of a blessing.

The wind almost took me away.

For the remainder of the day, the rain

continues sporadically; in the parish, the



world reduces itself to translucent spackling on stained glass. In

the afternoon Jane endures a children’s arts and crafts fair

wherein someone with a unicorn sculpture nearly rogers her

from behind; one hopes the attempt was truly accidental. Then a

child eats part of a salt painting on a dare and throws up. After

that, she barely manages a stack of meagre paperwork before

calling it a day.

Bleak twilight illuminates the walk home, as blue-black as the

most unremitting midnight. Thunder cracks wise in the distance

and the rain starts up again. With the slightest touch of a button,

the archbishop’s umbrella unfurls with stately magnificence.

Within a block of home, Jane notices a police car parked nearby,

and a black-clad figure awkwardly huddled in the slight doorway

of her house.

Catherine wears a rain slicker, a peaked cap spangled with

raindrops pulled low on her head. The dim street-lamp suggests

a shadowed expression comprised of consternation, ruefulness,

and perhaps even embarrassment.

Jane stops, gapes at her—and then rushes over, raising the

umbrella over both their heads. “Why are you outside in this

mess?”

“I like the rain,” Catherine says, almost

defensively. She shrugs. “I like the feel of it,

always have.”



“We’re in the middle of a thunderstorm and you want to stop

and feel the rain?”

“Put it that way, you make me sound like a complete nutter.”

“Well, it is freezing out.”

“Yeah, I know.” Catherine drops her head for a moment and rain

sluices the brim of her cap. “But it’s nice,” she says with a

tentativeness bordering on the shy. “To feel something,

something that’s—outside yourself at first, and then it sinks in so

gradually you don’t notice at all how it becomes part of you, and

how you become part of it.”

Jane says nothing, only tightens her grip on the umbrella at the

humble miracle of Catherine Michaels offering a bit of herself

seemingly entrammelled by the past, unfiltered by trauma. She

can add this to an innocuously beautiful and ever-increasing

trove of minor facts that she hoards about the woman: She’s left-

handed, she will only eat chocolate digestives—which is why

Jane has half a dozen packages of them her house—she knows

Rocky Horror by heart, and now, she likes rain.

Abruptly, Catherine glances up at the canopy that easily shelters

them both. “Where’d you get this thing? It’s huge.”

“The archbishop,” Jane says. And because Catherine makes her

want to confess to just about anything except the one thing that

matters most—not yet, she tells herself, not yet—she blurts out,

“I stole it. By accident.”

“Oh ho ho,” Catherine laughs. “I’ve heard that one before.”



“No, really. There was a Christmas party at his house a week ago,

around the time all this crazy weather started. I was about to

leave, and it was raining very hard. He said to me, ‘just take an

umbrella from the stand near the door,’ so like an idiot I grabbed

the first one I saw—yeah, all right, I’d had about three glasses of

flaming brandy punch too—and when I get outside I pop it open

and it was just so—bloody huge the wind almost took me away.

It’s, um—well, God knows what he spent on it. Or maybe it was a

gift, I don’t know. But it’s Burberry, and it’s got his initials on the

little silver ring on the handle—see?“ She tilts the curved

wooden handle, so satisfying to hold, and hopes that the thin

initials engraved in ostentatious script on the silver band are

somehow visible.

A violent gust nearly wrenches the brolly out of her grasp, but

Catherine quickly steadies it; her hand upon Jane’s is wet and

cold but not in the least bit unwelcome.

“Do you want me—um, I

mean—“ Idiot, idiot, fucking

idiot, Jane screams at herself.

“Do you, um, do you want to

come in?”

“Yeah,” Catherine says. “I do.”

And once more, the wind

almost takes her away.

END



A ‘90s Christmas

Georgia Rushton

In the ’90s, it snowed every year

at least it did how I remember it

As a child of six

or seven

I let myself fall back into the snow

an angel not falling

but jumping

pumped my arms back and forth to give myself wings

to fly

but I'd already jumped

I’d already landed

and even though the snow clung in thick packed clumps

to gloves, I warmed by the fire

I forgot the angel every night

when I came inside



(it was just a game, after all)

cheeks hot and glowing

from the bitterly cold wind that never gave up

but I kept on

and the snow would come again

and again

And I would try again to make my wings

but the snow kept on coming

and I kept forgetting,

that I never needed wings to fly



Conversations in the Back of an Uber

Jamie Zaccaria

She could feel all the pillars that held their relationship together,

once as firm as cement, crumble beneath her as if they were

nothing more than cotton candy in her mouth. She struggled to

speak, working her tongue around the crystallized pink sugar

that had already quickly disappeared along with her

reassurances, leaving a grainy feel on her tongue.

"This was your idea."

"I know. But it was a bad idea."

Staring out the window, she watched the lights of Manhattan

blur together, mixing with the raindrops that slowly began



appearing on the surface. She traced one's journey down the

glass with her index finger; the red polish there turned an angry

merlot color in the darkness of the vehicle.

"I don't want to lose you."

She didn't respond.

"I'm sorry I ever suggested this."

"Me too."

She turned her head forward, looking at the driver's phone on

the dashboard, watching the time slowly tick downward until

they reached their destination. She knew, somehow, felt deep in

her bones, that their arrival at the apartment coincided with the

ending of their relationship.

"What do we do now?"

"I don't know."

Her brain was racing, but her mood was oddly calm. A sense of

clarity had settled inside her, covering her with a liquid layer,

like she was floating underwater. Her girlfriend reached for her



hand. She pulled it away, crunching her hand into a fist at her

side, sealing it up like she should have done her heart months

ago.

"Please talk to me."

"I don't know what else there is to say."

"Say you love me."

A beat passed.

"I love you."

"Please don't leave me."

No response.

The vehicle pulled to a stop. The driver didn't say anything; he

merely accepted the next alert from his app. The silence inside

the car was broken only by the pitter-pattering of raindrops and

the continued hum of the car's engine.

Her breathing was loud and dangerous. She felt her girlfriend's

eyes boring into her but wouldn't turn to look at her. Neither



wanted to move, knowing that as soon as one stepped out into

the cold night air, it signified the ending of their journey

together.

Taking a deep breath, she put her hand to the door. Exhaling, she

pushed it open and welcomed the cold, wet air.

END



Wild Things

Lucia Larsen

pine needles make a forest of our floor

angels and elves crop up in stands of aspen

and flames lick our wood panel walls

we are the Wild Things from Maurice Sendak’s

picture book, the living room set broken down

and rearranged around us by invisible stage-hands. The kind of

mystifying you can sink your teeth into,

entering the underbelly of the home, breaking the

bitter skin to that sweet alter-ego, that fuzzy faced

mantel, full of eyelids batting rings of smoke and steam,

truer in the blur, in the dream, in the dreams we won’t



recall as we wake, but will be the only moments we

remember out of this whole orange peel life in the end



Perfect

Grace Royal

Cressida had always wanted to enjoy Christmas. She wanted to

be touched by the infectious joy of glittering lights and cheesy

tunes; she wanted to be caught up in the excitement of Christmas

foods and the opening of advent calendars. She wanted to be

swept away by the season of giving and to go out on cold,

wintery walks. She wanted to visit Christmas markets and to

wake up early on Christmas morning and see the presents under

the tree.

The problem was, even before her dad left and her mum had

started drinking, Christmas hadn’t exactly been a big deal in the

Lewis household. Yes, they’d put up a tree, yes, they’d exchanged

gifts and yes, they’d forced themselves through a roast turkey

dinner. Yes, they did all the things they were supposed to do, but



there was always something missing. They didn’t turn on the

radio and blare out Christmas hits. They didn’t have crackers on

the table and they certainly didn’t wear paper crowns. Cressida

had never even had a stocking. The Christmas tree sat drooping

like an unwanted guest in the corner, an old plastic thing with

cheap baubles and lights that didn’t work properly.

Not even the Christmas cheer outside the house was enough to

touch Cressida properly. She auditioned every year to be in the

Christmas Nativity at school, but she was never chosen. She

made cards for everyone in her class, but she only ever received

one or two back. She didn’t get invited to Christmas parties, she

didn’t get to visit Father Christmas and she never got taken to

the alluring sounding Winter Wonderland. She certainly didn’t

go to Lapland and she didn’t get to walk around the

neighbourhood admiring the Christmas lights after dark.

After her dad left, Christmas became even bleaker. Her mum

slipped further and further into her alcoholism and Christmas

became a day like any other. Cressida signed up to serve

Christmas dinner to vulnerable people and that had been good –

that had made her happy – but she hadn’t felt the real joy of

Christmas as she did it. What she felt, more sharply than at other

times, was a deep and aching loneliness. She loved her mum but

she was difficult company. She had a few people she could class

loosely as friends, but no one she could share secrets with.

Cressida wanted to feel part of something; she wanted to feel



that togetherness Christmas was supposed to bring. She wanted

to feel the warmth, the surreal excitement, the simple joy.

Cressida had always wanted to enjoy Christmas, had always

tried to enjoy it, but it always missed her, brushed her cheek and

left her cold.

It was funny then, this year, to find herself humming Christmas

tunes as she untangled a new set of Christmas lights. It was

funny to smell the pine tree in the air, to unpack dusty, well-

loved decorations of all different colours. It was funny to feel a

quiet, thrilling sense of anticipation. She felt at peace amongst

the boxes of decorations and tinsel. She felt excitement bubbling

in her chest, one that threatened to spill out in giggles and grins.

‘How are you doing with those lights?’ Leandra asked, coming

back into the room carrying yet another box of decorations.

Cressida had never seen so many baubles or trinkets in her life.

‘All done,’ she held them up.

Together, they wound the lights round the tree, stepping back

every now and then, to assess how it was looking.

‘Does that look right?’ Leandra asked, tilting her head to one

side.

‘Yeah, it’s perfect,’ Cressida found herself smiling and she

couldn’t stop.

‘What?’ Leandra said after a moment. ‘What?’



‘Nothing,’ Cressida leaned over to kiss her on the cheek. A

peaceful sense of completeness was blooming in her chest – a

genuine sense of joy was settling over her. It was so simple. It

was so lovely. ‘It’s perfect,’ she said again. ‘Should we start on the

baubles?’

END



Epiphany

Hallie Fogarty

Christmas slips out

through cracks in hands,

stockings shrink

and expand like hearts.

Traditions falter

the way people die.

But I used to sprinkle

sugar on the outside snow,

used to bake sugar cookies

I wouldn’t eat.

I’ll still think of you every December,

but I need you to stop showing up in my dreams.



Walking through Leninsky prospekt

(on Christmas Eve to meet you after work)

Élise Escalle-Dyachenko

a valve of clementine skin

opened up our space

between the city scents

and we fell / a fem caught

in the thousand legs

of the traffic jams

at dawn where a butch

went / looking for a line



breaches of rotten skies

disposed of ourselves

like kiosks and cars

upon asphalt /and pulse

pomegranates grew

in the delay of your breath

as if I hadn’t call

for a while / our thoughts

unfolding a thangka

of fearful demons

as we crossed the boulevard

and crashed / into a lap of time

when in the middle of the stream

a strong phantom of love and lace

called us in both for a dream

with an orange fruit / on stress



Christmas on the Cumberland
Makaila Aarin

Crowds flood the ordinarily desolate path
beside the rippling, murky Cumberland River.
Your gloved hand snuggles mine as we maneuver

through families and lovers who frolic
amidst the starfield of Christmas lights.
We revel in the brilliance and glow

of oversized plastic candy canes,
inflated elves, polar bears, and reindeer.
In crisp air, clouds of breath flow from our lips.

You are the wool scarf wrapping my neck
when wind stings my cheeks and slips through my coat.
You are rainbow lights hugging the holiday tree
when galaxy stars defuse inside me.
You are the church choir’s soprano voice



when my heart demands your love be shouted.

We pass hedge bushes, shrouded and dazzling.
You notice my smile becomes a shiver.
Dropping my hand, you uproot your knitted cap,

releasing your bundle of blonde curls. Pausing,
you caress my chin and brush my bangs aside.
You assure me, “I’m warm enough” before

you snug the cap on my head. Crowds push past us
as we kiss beneath a starving moon
and stars writhing to leap from the night sky.



Woodend Christmas
Cristina Munoz

Thirty-five degrees at nine am

and that’s in the shade,

I’m so wearing a t-shirt, shorts combo

throughout Christmas Lunch today.

Champagne is chilling fast in the freezer.

The Weber’s orange coals are burning off to grey.

I’m going to cook my famous Seafood Paella,

while enjoying my first extra cold Asahi Beer.



After spending weeks putting together

this years ‘Xmas Mix’ playlist with great care,

the music sounds perfect, so crystal clear

coming through my new Bose iPod speaker.

Our two daughters are singing along,

sitting side by side by the Christmas Tree,

playing happily with all their new toys.

NowMum and Mita can get working

before the doorbell begins to ring.

Together we get the table set properly,

a majestic theme of gold, silver and red.

Being of Spanish blood my duties include

cleaning Port Arlington mussels, and clams,

peeling two kilos of fresh King Prawns,

finishing up with chorizo tapas for all.

Birdy is delighting in the background,

singing her cover of ‘White Winter Hymnal’,

helping no time pass before we’re done.



Foods prepared. Home looks gorgeous.

It’s time for everyone to have lots of fun.

I can’t imagine a Woodend Christmas

without Marg’s special Christmas pudding

hanging on the edge of our back decking.

I love the way it swings gently in the breeze

surrounded by protective gumtrees, making

Christmas as Australian as Christmas can be.

It keeps sending a festive welcome message,

for close family arriving up the driveway to hear,

while a mob of grey kangaroos get clear.

The Summer holidays are happening.

It’s Christmas Day in ‘Hoburdia’ again.



Val McDermid

An Interview by Natascha and Lori Graham.

Your latest book, Christmas is Murder: A Chilling Short Story

Collection is the latest in the Tony Hill & Carol Jordan series,

can you tell us a bit about the book?

Christmas is Murder is a short story collection of stories, mostly

with a seasonal flavour. Only one of the stories features Tony

and Carol, but for me it's always fascinating to revisit them.

Another of the stories is a riff on Sherlock Holmes, drawing on

unexpected historical links... The joy of short stories for me is the

chance to try out different voices and settings. Often I can write a

story from the point of view of a character that I absolutely



wouldn't want to spend the length of a novel with! So the

characters in these stories cover a wide range of lives!

How are you coping amid the pandemic? Have lockdown

and Covid-19 affected your creativity?

I feel very privileged. I'm lucky enough to be in lockdown with

my partner who is an academic with wide-ranging interests and

concerns. Our daily walks cover our preoccupations, our current

work, what's in the news (both from our friends and on a wider

scale...) and our concerns about what's happening around us. We

live in Edinburgh, which is a beautiful city with lots of interesting

and attractive places to go for our walks. But I am profoundly

aware of the gulf that this virus has exacerbated in our society.

There are people like us who can afford to stay at home and run

our professional lives on Zoom and order all we need online. And

then there are the others who are in desperate straits, working

crazy hours for next to no money, losing their livelihoods and

their homes, battling to hold their families together and

struggling with illness. The victims of domestic abuse; the

elderly cut off from all contact with their families; the grieving...

the list goes on, I think the real crisis of Covid is yet to come. I

have been writing more or less throughout, apart from two or

three weeks when I was suffering from the 'mild' form of COVID

and then recovering. I wrote this year's book and worked



through several other projects, including a short film, First

Things, for the National Theatre of Scotland. In a more

lighthearted vein, my partner and I made a series of mad

cookery videos with a loose tie-in to the books -- you can find

them on YouTube as Cooking the Books with Val McDermid.

My workrate has slowed, however. It takes longer to achieve the

same amount. And I'm not writing about COVID or life in the

here-and-now. I find that impossible just now; there is no solid

ground to stand on

With regard to your writing, The Daily Express stated, 'No

one can plot or tell a story like she can' - How do you plot?

What is the process behind your writing like?

A book starts with a small idea. Something I hear or read, an

anecdote someone tells over a drink, a throwaway line on the

radio.

Whatever it is, it will intrigue me and start me thinking, 'What

if?' I'll play with the idea over time -- sometimes years -- and

gradually it either starts to take shape as a story or it trails off

into nothing. I used to worry about my plotting skills, and I

would plan a story in great detail, on a set of file cards. But one

day that just stopped working for me. Once I'd got past the panic,

I moved to my present process which is that I start with a sense

of the arc of the story, I know whose story it is and I know two or



three key turning points. And then I just write. Slowly at first,

then accelerating dramatically as I get closer to the end.

What is your opinion on lesbian representation in the media,

whether that be in literature, film or television? Do you have

any particular favourites or any you couldn’t stand?

I'm still waiting for a time when that question is redundant

because the fact of a character's gender or sexuality is simply

taken for granted and not seen as a plot point. It's still

wearisome that lesbian characters often end up as stereotypes

or else they're dead by the middle of the second series.

Wire in the Blood, the ITV series based on your novels aired

for six series. Can we expect to see any of your other novels

adapted for television in the future?

The Karen Pirie novels are currently in development. The first in

the series, The Distant Echo, should be filming next spring. The

Lindsay Gordon novels - the first British lesbian detective -- are

also in the early stages of development. And my standalone TV

series, Traces,which aired at the end of 2019, is

progressing towards a second series, again filming in early 2021.

You recently tweeted about the “sober reconsideration” for



the American serial killer, Aileen Wuornos. During your

years of research, what would you consider to be the main

differences between male and female serial killers, and

have you ever featured a female serial killer in any of your

novels?

If my years of research and listening to experts has taught me

anything, it's not to generalise! The underpinning factors in what

drives someone to serial homicide are individual and while there

are some common threads some of the time, many other people

have similar background experiences and don't go on to be

killers. It's a very precisely individual thing,

I have written female characters who kill. I've even written

lesbians who kill…

The Scottish Book Trust recently aired a video on their

YouTube channel in which you gave viewers a tour of your

bookshelves (by the way, we completely agree about the

idiots who have their books with the pages turned out!)

When you were young, did you ever imagine that you would

have so many books that you would have to have a system to

organise them?

Our library is a dream come true for both of us! I've always

organised my books, even when I didn't have many. I like



knowing I can lay my hand on any of them when I need to...

Virginia Woolf once wrote, “Secondhand books are wild

books, homeless books; they have come together in vast flocks

of variegated feather, and

have a charm which the domesticated volumes of the library

lack.” Where are the most obscure places you have found

one of your books or a book you have been looking for?

It's not my discovery, but a reader once contacted me to say he'd

found one of my books on a shelf in a hostel in Ulan Bator in

Mongolia...

I can still remember the thrill of my first visit to the US and

discovering they had bookshops dedicated to crime fiction!

There were so many authors whose books I'd read maybe one or

two of but couldn't track down the rest. Writers like Sjowall &

Wahloo, James McClure, Marcia Muller... I was like a child in a

sweet shop. I ended up having to buy a second suitcase to get my

purchases back home!

What is your most influential, important, life-altering book

of all time, and why?

I could go for formative influences on my writing such as Agatha

Christie's The Murder at the Vicarage or Robert Louis

Stevenson's Treasure Island. But when it comes to



changing my life, it would be Kate Millett's Sexual Politics.

I was in my second year at Oxford, doing a very

staid English degree, and a friend gave it to me.

I read it and I felt like my head had exploded. It's a book of

feminist criticism that transformed the way I read, the way I

understood the world. It codified my own politics and made

sense of the woolly thoughts I'd been entertaining. I've said it

before, but Kate Millett brought me to the feminists and the

feminists brought me to the lesbians. And the rest is herstory!

Christmas is Murder: A chilling short story collection
£10 Waterstones

Publisher: Little, Brown Book Group
ISBN: 9780751581775

www.valmcdermid.com

http://www.valmcdermid.com
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Elizabeth Last

Elizabeth is a a 30-year-old lesbian who
studied English and Philosophy at the
University of Sussex, and Business
Management at the University of
Southampton. She wrote for the student
LGBT newsletter at Sussex Uni. She was
published in the first issue of Tipping the
Scales, and primarily writes for her own
amusement.

Georgia Rushton
Georgia is a 34-year-old single mother
and only lesbian-in-the-village in the
east of England. Georgia has spent the
past twenty years diligently denying
that she has ever written anything, and
has spent lockdown convincing herself
that her work might be good enough to
send out. When not writing, Georgia can
be found reading, gardening and looking
after her young son. Art here is by Georgia as well as our lovely front
cover.

Jamie Zaccaria

Jamie is a wildlife biologist by trade and
writer by pleasure. She currently works
for a wildlife conservation organization
and writes fiction in her spare time. She
is also a part-time Staff Writer for The
Rational Online. She currently lives in
Virginia with her girlfriend, cats and
pitbull. For a complete portfolio, please
visit www.jamiezaccaria.com



Lucia Larsen

Lucia is currently studying for her MSc in
Environmental Management at the
University of Stirling. Her work has
appeared in The Unpublishable Zine,
Tealight Press, Neuro Logical, and Tipping
the Scales. She can be found on Twitter
@mslucialarsen.

Grace Royal

Grace Royal (she/her) is a writer who writes
both poetry and prose. Her work explores
eating disorders, mental health, lesbian
identity and the small details of life. When
she isn’t writing, she can be found reading or
looking after her seven guinea pigs. Twitter:
@ginevralinton

Hallie Fogarty

Hallie Fogarty (she/they) is a lesbian
poet, writer, and visual artist from
Northern Kentucky. Her work is
featured or forthcoming in Tealight
Press, The Confessionalist Zine,
Queerlings, and other journals. She can
be found on twitter @ halfogarty



Élise Escalle

Lise is a she/her French and Russian
speaking lesbian phd-ing in music
aesthetics at Geneva university, while
playing the piano and
raising her cat together with her wife in
the nearby Alp mountains. She would
very much like to become a full-time
bibliophile when it will be a profession.
Meanwhile, her essays and translations
have been published in various French
media and blogs. Instagram:
@elizik_shipovnik

Makaila Aarin

Makaila works as an academic librarian in
Mississippi where she lives with her three
rescue dogs. She holds degrees in English,
library science, and education. Currently, she
is pursuing an MFA in creative writing. Her
poetry has appeared in Prismatica Magazine,
Stone of Madness, Glitch Words, and other
small presses. Her work is forthcoming in The
Rainbow Poems, Poetically Magazine, and
Sinister Wisdom. Find her on Twitter:
@makaila_aarin

Cristina Munoz

Cristina Munoz is a
Spanish/Australian androgynous
lesbian poet and writer living in
Australia with the love of her life and
their two daughters. Originally
published by Triple J at 21 and then
‘Poetry Australia’ she stopped
submitting her work until she
became permanently disabled after her third back surgery in 2014.



After Cristina turned 48 in 2016 she was inspired to begin submitting
her work she had filed away for over two decades. Her work has since
appeared in 'Hellbent Magazine', 'Wanderlust Magazine', 'Five2One
Magazine', ‘SeaFoamMagazine, ‘Tipping the Scales Literary Journal’
and in numerous anthologies. She is also a regular contributor at
Spillwords.com. Fuelled by indie music she is the a co-writer of the
single ‘Going Home’ by International indie band Tiny Fighter &
founder of @soundofwomen & can be followed @cristinamunoz8



Contributing to Tipping the Scales
To contribute to our Spring Issue 2021, please keep an eye on our

submissions window on our website:

www.tippingthescalesjo.wixsite.com/mysite

Please also take a look at our submissions for our brand new

publishing press, which publishes novels, novellas, collections of short

stories, poetry pamphlets and chapbooks by ALL women writers.

To Support Tipping the Scales, and help us to reach our goal

of being able to pay writers, please consider donating to us

via paypal using tippingthescalesjournal@gmail.com

Merry Christmas!

https://tippingthescalesjo.wixsite.com/mysite

